
Accommodation

The locals are well known for their welcoming traditions.
The three B & B were supported by ABC Foundation. The 
cousine is an important elements when it comes to tourists 
and this area off ers bio products with a particular taste 
especially in agricultural products (tomators, pepers, beans, 
onions) and fresh meat as well as honey. Also dairy products 
such as milk,feta cheese and butter are of high quality and 
taste. The traditional drink is the grappa. The prices are 
competitive and the service is excellent: 

Zall Bastar Village:  Abaz Tafa Tel: 0682136422

 Mner i Siperm Village Fatmir Daci Tel: 0683387440

Vilez Village                     Gezim Flora Tel: 0684664717

Health services 

The health center is localted in Zall Bastar center and it has 
three physicians, one ambulance and qualifi ed nurses.

Tradition in Zall Bastar is vast especially when it comes to 
traditional clothes and handcraft, women mainly work in the 
carpet making and other artisan works such as knitted socks, 
blets for men, etc., 

Weather and climate

The climate due to the location of the commune in between 
mountains makes the climate continental. Based on facts we 
can say that the commune has several climates.

1. Mediterrenean hilly climate. Temperatures range 
from an average of 15 Celsius with a mellow winter 

2. Mediterrenean pre mountainous climate. Mainly 
found in Mal-Vilez and Murrize mountain until 800-
1200 meters above sea level.

3. Mediterrenen mountainous climate. Temperatures 
reach an average of 8-10 Celsius during winter and 
up to 30 Celsius during summer. 

4. In the microclimate of the region a strong role is 
played by the range of plants and the lake of Bovilla 
that facilitates the grow and cultivation of fruit trees 
such as olives.

Characteristics of wild life and plants

The commune has a range of plants and wild animals. 

Biodiversity management shows that in the area we 
can fi nd 44 diff erent animals, 143 diff erent types of 
birde, 25 types of snakes, 12 types of amphibs, 229 
types of insects. 

1. Animals: hedgehog, mole, bats, rabbit, bear, wolf, 
fox. weasel, wild boar, etc

2.Birds: duck, hawk, pigions, sparrow, vulture, wood 
pecker, nightingale, owl, crow, swallow

The diversity of micro climate creates the suitable 
conditions for the development of forestry, 
cultivation of fruit trees and medicinal herbs. 
Morover in the village you can easlity spot new fruit 
trees of chestnut and accacia.  Given its geographical 
location, geological diversity of landscape diversity 
of climate and soils the commune is reach of

1. Mixed bushes.  The higher you go the more you 
notice mixed bushes of wild rose, berries, hazelnut 
etc 

2. Oak family. You fi nd chestnut, maple, plane tree, 
poplar, willow, elm tree. Moreover you can also notice 
juniper (red and black) in full bloom during the entire 
time.  

3. Beech family. Located from 1000 m until 1600-
1700m above seal level. Mainly this family is 
composed by beech and cultivate pine. 

4. Alpine pastures. Alpine pastures are found after 
the beech family. Its mainly plant roots a characteristic 
of alpine pastures and are manily located in both 
mountains.

To say good bye to stressful events, 
enjoy a warm welcoming 

Welcome to Zall Bastar 

FOR THE GENDER INTEGRATION
ASSOCIATION

DISCOVERING THE BEAUTYS OF MOUNTAINOUS 
AREAS A WAY TO PROMOTE LOCAL TOURISM AND 

ENCOURAGE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

This bridge was build during 
the Ottoman period and 
is located a few kilometers 
from Tirana. Its on the road 
that connects Tirana with 
Dibera e Madhe. This work 
of art is a tourist attraction 
due to its architecture and 
positioning 
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DISCOVERING THE BEAUTYS OF MOUNTAINOUS AREAS A WAY TO PROMOTE LOCAL TOURISM AND 
ENCOURAGE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The road to Zall Bastar commune passes through the road to Tufi na in the beginning of the 
Arberi road passing through the former Tank Fabric. This place is known from the locals as 
Shkallet e Tujanit. The road passes almost 1000 m above the canion, more than a natural 
beaty the River of Brrari or the River of Tirana passes though argyle rocks forming a narrow 
canion that snakes under the ancient Arberi road. 

This beautiful view can be easily seen from the rural road located 1000 m above sea level. 
The narrow Tujan passage is created by argyle rocks and the canion of Brrari River divides 
the Dajti Mountain from the Priska e Vogel Mountain 1241 m above sea level. In reference 
to charstic features this area has numerous caves created millions of years ago. Another 
characteristic apart from the Canion of Brrari River is the black mud you fi nd in this area with 
curative values especially for the skin. This natural beauty is located not too far from Tirana.

The Zall Bastari Commune is part of Tirana mountain area. Is located the center of the 
mountainous area, part of the north – north east region. The commune is located in the 
mountains of Kruje – Dajt in the west and the mountain of Skenderbec in the east. In the 
west is bordered by Dajt commune, Zall Herr and in the nort eastern part by Mat.

The commune is compound by 10 villages Shengjin-Mojsit, Selite e Malit, Dajt, Zall-Dajt, 
Beshe, Zall Bastar, Bastar I Mesem, Bastar-Murrize, Vilez, and  Mener I Siperm. The centre of 
the commune is located in the Zall Bastar region, around 17 km away from Tirana.

The commune covers a total area of 52.5 km2, from which 785 ha, agricultural land, and  
4500 ha, forests and valleys with total tillage of 15-35 grade.

Population (2012) is 5700 inhabitants, a total of 1725 families with an average of 4.2 family 
members. The commune was populated since the 6th centurt and the main economic 
activity is farming, agriculture, fruit trees and trade.

The commune has natural beauties that should be better promoted in order to increase and 
expand the development of mountainous tourism in the area. The Arberi road will decrease 
the distance of the commune with Tirana.

In Zall Bastar priority can be given to agro cultural and nature tourism. Moreover recreational 
sports can develop this initiative as well as the development of agriculture and farming 
techniques  

The commune off ers a very relaxing view with the the canions that accompany during the entire 
time,  

The moterway will facilitate the economic development of the area with the opening of new 
businesses such as B&B, restaurants, gas points, etc. The ABC foundation has stimulated the 
opening of three B & B by off ering fi nancial support in furniting and equipments. This B & B will be 
an added value to the development of mountain tourism in the area.

The segment Brari Bridge – Tunel Entrance Qafe Murrize has a total length of around 17.3km. The 
road starts at Brari Bridge on Tirana River. This is a one way bridge, wide  5,5m, in absolute quote 
186 m. In general this is a dangerious area full of accidents starting from the River of Tirana until 
the Shpali Bridge. 

The Brari Bridge, the road continues in the valley of Tirana River, on its left side for a total length of 
2 km. That the road is interrupts the Tirana River fl ow that is than continues on the right hand side 
of the road until it reaches an argyle rock for another 4 km.

on the 7 km the river fl ows towards Zall Dajt until it reaches Zall Bastar crossing at around 8.5 km 
the old road to Dibra passed on Tujan Shkalle. This is a dangerous road, hence the roading situation 
will improve when the Arbri road will be in full function.

Beshe village, bordered by Zall Bastar, Bulcesh, and on Bjesh side by Brrar, with Zall Dajt and  Dajt. 
This village is separated by Zall Dajt village partly by the creed of Rrines and partially by the creed 
of Baltish and Argyle.

From Shkalle Tujan until we reach Wafe Bjeshe we fi nd around 100 caves formed as a results of 
charstic processes. The largest cave is the cave of Saint George or as its known by the locals the 
Good Cave. This cave is around 100 meters long. In its entrance its height is 10-15 meters, and as we 
walk inside the cave the height decreases until it reaches 2-3 meters at the end point of the cave. 
In entrance the total width is 10-12 meters  and as you walk inside the cave it narrows. In the cave 
you can easily notice scalactics and stalagmite formed in centuries during charstic processes. On 
Saint George Day May 5th the cave is visited by many visitors who come from Tirana to collect the 
water that leaks in the cave and perform their religous act hoping that the water of the cave will 
bring prosperity, good luck and good health. This cave is also visited by schools or diff erent tourist 
groups. Based on old stories Muji (Albanian mythology) drank water in one of the chalices in the 
cave and the Faires used to knit clothes for him in the cave.

We believe that the cave of Saint George should be announced a monument of culture and 
protected by law. this village is also reach with forests, valleys and meadows with hot summers and 
mellow winters and rain.

Gropa Mountain is characterized by a typical charstic view. The back of the mountain is 
fi lled by holes and charstic pits. Usually the charstic pits are fi lled by grass and diff erent 
fl owers and plants. This view is one of the many natural monuments of Albania and the 
area is under governmental protection (CMD 49, 2007). This area is bordered by north west 
by the National Dajti Park, and ecologically speaking it has strong ties with the Bovilla Lake 
and National Qafeshtama Park. The view is magic and a valuable tourist attraction. It is also 
a perfect place for skiing and skiing championships at a national and international level 
especially in the area called Bize with a total length and width around 2.5 km 

Bovilla Lake has an area of 326 ha a valuable water resource for the city and its increasing 
population. The lake is located in two cities Kruja and Tirana and the area is administered 
by two respective communes Cudh and Zall Bastar. The water point supplies water for six 
villages of Zall Bastar commune: Zall-Bastari, Vileza, Bastari i Mesem, Mneri i Siperm, Rranxe 
and Bruzmal. The total area included in Zall Bastar commune is 6000 ha, from which 3366 ha 
forests mainly, oak and cedar, 509 ha agricultural land, 549 
ha pastors and 931 ha arable land.

1. Brari Mountain

The Brari Mountain is located north of the Dajti Mountain 
and is easily spoted due to its twin points. One of the 
hiking alternatives is to start from Brar village following the 
old path that pasees in between the two points. And than 
you can start hiking towards the highest point. 

2. Good Cave

The good cave is around 60-70 m long and is known as a 
sacred place by the locals. Once a year on May 6th many 
people go to the cave to perform the religious trandition. 
The walk starts from Brari mountain in Zall Dajt towards 
the good cave. 

3. Old road of Dibra

Anold pathway sents you to Tujan in Dajti village located 
behind the Dajti mountain. This path goes along the 
Tirana river off ering a view of the canion. This path is part 
of the old road that links Tirana with Dibra. The Arbri road 
is under construction and will facilitate the connection of 
Tirana with Dibra. 

Highest point 1239 meter

Lowest point 267 meter

Hiking 100 m

Length
1a: 7, 5 km; 

1b: 8 km

Diffi  culty e lehtë

Duration 5-6 hours

Highest point 900 meter

Lowest point 350 meter

Hiking 550 m

Length 2 km

Diffi  culty mesatare

Duration 1,5-2 hours
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Highest point 456 meter

Pika më e ulët 218 meter

Hiking 410 m

Length 4, 5 km

Diffi  culty e lehtë

Duration 1,5-2 hours


